REUSABLE BAG DRIVE
CAMBRIDGE'S BRING YOUR OWN BAG ORDINANCE TAKES EFFECT THIS MARCH.
DONATE YOUR CLEAN & EMPTY CLOTH/REUSABLE BAGS, SERVE THE COMMUNITY!

Drop Your Bags at MIT
• CopyTech (11-004)
• Sloan Lobby (E62)
• Whitaker Atrium (E25)
• Community Services Office (E38-234)
• Choose to Reuse

or Send via Campus Mail:
MIT Recycling Office
4-038

ABOUT THE ORDINANCE
The Cambridge Bring Your Own Bag Ordinance takes effect March 31, 2016. Remember to bring your bag to avoid the mandatory 10¢ charge on all checkout bags at businesses. No more single use plastic bags will be allowed. Many of us have more reusable bags than we actually use. Please reuse and donate clean, empty and useful bags!

The Cambridge Recycling Advisory Committee is sponsoring a reusable bag drive this winter around the City.

Our goal is to collect 10,000 bags and donate to Cambridge residents in need, in advance of the Ordinance.

Visit CambridgeMA.Gov/BYOB to learn more.